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- Key Issues raised:
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Discussion:

The term cybersecurity for the purposes of the discussion centered around the domestic role of
governments in enabling and providing a safe and secure digital ecosystem, to enable innovation
and free movement of information. Cybersecurity therefore in the context of the discussion
focused on maintaining the safe and proper functioning of computers and networks, and not on
the use of such computers and networks on the "content" level.
As cyberspace is composed of organizational networks, the role of the government in providing
safety and security is more complex. The discussants raised the value of the multistakeholder
model, developed in the general internet governance context in this area. The multistakeholder
model is useful to develop the public-private interface needed to protect the proper functioning
of the cyber domain. It has utility in importing insights from IT companies that design
technological reality, organizations with experience in protecting their networks and the costs of
such protection, as well as NGOs, and other stakeholders. This can be translated to a better and
more effective cyber policy and its positive deployment. Whether the policy setting is regulatory,
such as creating standards, cooperative such as information sharing, or developing a national
agenda, insights from multistakeholder discussions promote net positive policies.
It was noted that the multistakeholder approach presumes that the rule of law and the protection
of human rights online apply. Therefore its effective application in different domestic settings
requires attention to these presumptions and further calibration. In the international context,
flushing out common issues and challenges to domestic cybersecurity through domestic
multistakeholder discussions can promote global common understandings and ways forward.
Conclusions from the discussion

Drawing from the best practices put forth by the participants and comments from the
audience, the panel described the importance of policy development and deployment,
based on the actual concerns of the multistakeholder community. The panel
highlighted the need for a bottom-up approach, in which domestic stakeholders, lead
by a governmental pivotal agency, work together to come up with solutions.
Going forward, this approach could also feed into broader international processes
currently taking place. As the international community searches for ways to enhance
cybersecurity globally, the input of domestic cybersecurity experts, both
governmental and private, emerges as being fundamental to that conversation. The
international community, by being receptive to such input, could enable the
development of better global interfaces between domestic policies to enhance
cybersecurity. Such an approach can constitute a fertile terrain for effective
international conversations on cybersecurity to take place.
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